This study explores the mechanics and perceptions of cybersex interactions in massively multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs) and examines the potential for cybersex in gaming to revolutionize sexuality politics. Drawing on ethnographic and in-depth interview data with fifty MMORPG players, the author examines how cybersex interactions are performed, the context in which they are allowed, and the assessments players make about the utility of cybersex. The author suggests that cybersex has yet to embrace a broader spectrum of sexuality even in strictly virtual interactions.
she guided me to the next town, and into the inn. I followed her up the stairs where she came to a stop and turned to me. ''Now Strip,'' she said without a word of explanation. (from the author's field notes.)
Sexuality online is at the cutting edge of sociological thought and technological creation. Scholastic work on sexuality has questioned our taken for granted assumptions about how sexuality is organized, controlled, and judged (Katz 1990; Rubin 1984; Seidman 2003) . Additionally, ''queer theory'' has problematized assumptions about the links between bodies, gender, and sexuality (Seidman 1996) . Unfortunately, the study of sexuality is often limited by our preconceptions of what sexualities are available, what acts and behaviors should be examined, and what we can label as sexual (Christina 1992; Katz 1990 ). These problems are compounded by their interwoven relationship to studies in gender and sex (see Connell 1987; Kimmel 2003; Messerschmidt 2007; West and Zimmerman 1987) . With the advent of immersive virtual worlds (and bodies), our elementary and somewhat limited understanding of sexuality may be dispersed into the ether.
The evolution of sexuality continues to be restrained. Rubin (1984, 101) argues that we continue to reinforce archaic value systems that inhibit sexual exploration, demonize non-vanilla sex, and rely on essentialist assumptions to explain erotic difference:
According to this system, sexuality that is ''good,'' ''normal,'' and ''natural'' should ideally be heterosexual, marital, monogamous, reproductive, and noncommercial. It should be coupled, relational, within the same generation, and occur at home. It should not involve pornography, fetish objects, sex toys of any sort, or roles other than male and female. (Rubin 1984, 101) Because of the ''hierarchy of sex acts,'' researchers have held that ''deviant'' sexualities are primed to explore cyberspace, taking advantage of its ''anonymity'' and ease of access to sexual material. However, researchers have rarely interpreted this as a positive prospect:
There is little point in denying the obvious dark side to the seductive temptations offered by the Internet when it comes to sexual behavior online. Individuals may increasingly rely on the Internet for their social and sexual needs and wind up spending greater amounts of time there, rather than investing energy in realworld relationships (Cooper, McLoughlin, and Campbell 2000, 523) .
Implicit in these critiques is the notion that the Internet is rife with risk, danger, and sexual (read as bad and immoral) material (Griffiths 2001; Grov et al. 2008; Jenkins 2001 ). Since it is assumed that sex needs to be controlled, allowing access to sexual material (or presumably worse, sexual partners) would (supposedly) cause the moral decay of society. This negativity about sexuality constrains research that seeks to explore how sexuality may change if we move beyond chastising sexual exploration. Furthermore, the deployment of the belief that what happens on the Internet is somehow less real, has been largely discredited (Castronova 2005; Dibbell 2006; Markham 1998; Taylor 2006) , and therefore the argument of reducing one's Internet existence in favor of ''real-world relationships'' is suspect. This in turn reclaims the importance of sexuality in cyberspace and buttresses academic pursuits in this ethereal realm.
On the more sex-positive side, the Internet has been hailed as the preferred medium for expressing sexuality (Chiou 2006; McKenna, Green, and Smith 2001; Mustanski 2001; Rheingold 2000; Subrahmanyam, Greenfield, and Tynes 2004) . Internet scholars have noted that identity expressions and experimentations are sometimes attempted first through some Internet outlet (chat room and message boards) as a way of probing for community reactions or criticism (Chiou 2007; Kendall 2000 Kendall , 2002 . People can explore multiple (sexuality and gender) identities, switching them as they switch ''handles'' or screen names (Hillier and Harrison 2007; Kendall 2002; Turkle 1999) . However, the availability of experimentation hinges on preserving anonymity and using multiple identities. This becomes problematic as players venture into the worlds of massive multiplayer online role playing games (MMORPGs).
I disagree with the assumption that the cyberspace is an anonymous medium (Akdeiz 2002; Chiou 2006; Turkle 1999) . Rarely can anyone navigate cyberspace without claiming a number of identity markers (such as passwords and handles or claims to solid world 1 statuses such as gender, income, location, and so on). In MMORPGs, anonymity is even more difficult because these games encourage players to bond, to communicate regularly, and to spend morbid amounts of time together exploring the virtual world. Furthermore, claiming players can simply lie to each other has its potency reduced since the virtual community heralds a norm of authenticity in players' personal narratives unless explicitly stated otherwise.
2 Players want to be in good company, and they want to know about their company. Resisting disclosure is met with suspicion and precludes forming relationships in the game.
Cybersex in MMORPGs expands beyond the original application of the concept. Previously, cybersex has been accomplished through text-based chat (instant messages [IMs]) or through webcams (Cherny and Weise 1996; Waskul 2003) . In both, the interaction is rather simplistic. Participants text erotic dialog or perform for each other through the video feed, ideally cultivating a pleasurable (in most cases masturbatory) session. However, MMORPGs introduce additional (gendered) bodies, a virtual space in which to interact, and an entire community of players all of which may broaden or inhibit cybersexual experiences. The purpose of this article is to reveal how cybersex is accomplished in MMORPGs and to critique the resistance to alternative sexuality formations that are based in the virtual world.
Method and Setting
The conception of my research began with my own immersion into MMORPG worlds. In 2003, I became thoroughly involved in the world of Vana'diel, which was the virtual place of Final Fantasy XI Online (FFXI). After that, I began playing several MMORPGs including, but not limited to, World of WarCraft (WoW), Flyff, Rose, Sword of the New World, Lineage 2, Requiem, Warhammer 40k, Ether Saga, Shin Megami Tensei, Florensia, EverQuest (EQ), and Guild Wars (GW). I also worked as a salesclerk for GameStop, the second largest video game retailer (behind Wal-Mart), from 2000 to 2006. During this time, I spoke with dozens of MMORPG players as they purchased software about online gaming. In addition, I have been an avid role-playing game (RPG) fan for the last fifteen years and have witnessed the genre evolves slowly from single player console experiences into multiplayer virtual realms. Through this foundation, I was able to establish solid connections with MMORPG players as I accompanied them in their virtual exploits. I have logged approximately 500 days 3 of gameplay in the aforementioned titles over five years, although I draw more from my immersive experiences in FFXI (250 days) and WoW (150 days).
Since I was already a ''complete member'' (Adler and Adler 1987) , having been embedded in the setting prior to my academic interest allowed me to explore this ''opportunistic'' (Riemer 1977) research project. Developing rapport and richness in my data, especially involving unhindered disclosure of sexual activity, was paramount (Rubin and Rubin 1997) . I cannot sufficiently stress the importance of spending a large amount of time in this setting (Emerson 2001; Maxwell 2005) . I nurtured my relationships with other players through extensive quality time in game. I befriended players, spent time chatting informally, and assisted them in their gaming goals (leveling, completing quests, and farming). My extensive knowledge of games and gaming allowed me to foster these relationships.
In addition to my extensive time in the field, I interviewed fifty MMORPG players (fourteen female players and thirty-six male players) after consulting the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and obtaining approval. Age of participants ranged from eighteen to forty-one, and the majority reported logging at least 100 days in one or a combination of MMORPGs. Most interviewees were located in the United States (forty-one), although some were from Australia (two), Mexico (one), Canada (two), and parts of Europe (four). I recruited participants predominately through the relationships I built with them in the game. I informed them about my research and asked whether they would allow me to interview them. I also recruited a handful of interviews (eight) through my connections with GameStop and on MMORPG message boards. Interviews were conducted over several mediums including face-to-face (fourteen), telephone (seven), and IM (twenty-nine) programs (see Markham 1998 about IM interviewing) . I used a themed interview guide with built-in flexibility to remain reflexive to the experiences of each participant (Fontana and Frey 2000; Kvale 1996) . The forum of the interview was their choice as I wanted to ensure their comfort. Telephone and face-to-face interviews were recorded with a digital recorder and later transcribed and deleted. IM interviews were duplicated into a separate file and transcribed, eliminating screen names. Interviews ranged from one to four hours. I coded my data into broad topics of interest through a process of reading and rereading the transcripts and organizing data into useful categories (Charmaz 2006) . I continued coding and analysis as I was collecting data. This allowed me to augment my interview guide and solidify my evolving conceptual model (Coffey and Atkinson 1996) . I organized my data into talk about cybersex using general headings, which became more focused as I collected interviews and spent more time in the setting (Lofland et al. 2006) . My initial questions about cybersex were general. Interviewee responses allowed me to narrow my focus on how cybersex was taking place and in what circumstances it was framed as permissible. My interview data were supplemented by my field notes that documented the virtual world's reactions to cybersex in chat logs.
Cybersexuality
Sex was not at the center of discussions in MMORPGs. Finding a place for sex was often difficult in many of these games because players actively discredited cybersex or prohibited talk about sex from chat logs. Guilds established rules about ''proper'' conduct, many of which focused on excluding sexuality as a valid conversation topic. However, players remained conscious of the fact that cybersex was taking place in MMORPGs. Overall, players did not overtly express their participation in cybersex beyond their very close inner circles, if at all. Announcements in general chat logs 4 from players seeking cybersex were met with open hostility:
Player A: Looking for someone to cyber Player B: GTFO! Player C: Dude STFU, go somewhere else with that shit Player D: Reported (from author's field notes)
Players openly seeking cybersex partners were often told to ''get the fuck out,'' shut up, and possibly reported to the GMs 5 for spamming the chat log. The distaste for cybersex in the MMORPG community marginalized the behavior and affected how it was performed and under what circumstances it could take place. Cybersex in MMORPGs used game functions (text, emotes, and avatars) to enhance the experience. Players negotiated gender and space in their decisions to have cybersex with other players. Ultimately, most assessments of cybersex were negative because players perceived cybersex as inferior to solid world sex.
Broadening Cybersex
Cybersex in MMORPGs used a number of gaming innovations to create a more novel and engaging experience. Traditional cybersex tools such as erotic text and strip shows (Cherny and Weise 1996; Waskul 2003) were accompanied by eroticized virtual bodies and augmented ''emotes'' that allowed for nuanced control over said virtual bodies in cybersex interactions.
Sex Text and Mistells
Communication in most MMORPGs was primarily text based. Depending on the game, text-talk had a variety of privacy levels usually ranging from zone shouts to private messages. For example, in WoW, the command ''/whisper'' precedes a character's name who the player wishes to send a message. A player types in the command: ''/whisper Dragonslayer 6 Hello,'' and the character with that name, in this case Dragonslayer, sees ''Hello'' appear in the text box. This form of communication is just like any IM service (AOL Instant Messenger [AIM], Yahoo, and Microsoft Network [MSN] ) and allows for private messages between players during the game. However, players may also address larger groups depending on the context.
Text is important because it is the default manner of communicating feelings, ideas, commands, and the like between avatars. Cybersex's roots are in IM chat, multiuser dungeons (MUDs; Kendall 2002) , and earlier text-only forums, and some research has focused on how people construct sexuality through talk alone (Atkinson and DePalma 2008; Subrahmanyam, Greenfield, and Tynes 2004) . Explicit text still remained a large part of the MMORPG cybersex experience. Rachel, a twenty-oneyear-old female WoW player compared her cybersex experiences:
The alliance players were so juvenile and pretty immature, misspelled, taking forever to respond, which I guess was them having a little fun. Just laughing, and a lot of ''lols'' and ''hahas.'' Whereas on the horde, they seemed like they knew what they were talking about, they had a lot of vocabulary for things we were doing.
The text used in the cybersex experience can frame the quality of the sex. The players Rachel cybered on the alliance (one of the warring factions in the game) who were giggly, unresponsive, or inaccurate reduced the believability, and possibly the pleasure of the experience. The horde players (the opposing faction) were more descriptive and subsequently gave better cybersex. Similarly, Megumi a twenty-one-year-old sporadic female gamer, explained ''Some people can just watch the screen and that will get them off, but I need someone to be typing with me and interacting or it doesn't work.'' Players who knew what to say (type) cultivated more pleasurable experiences.
With text communication in MMORPGs came the risk of sending messages to the wrong audience (called ''MT'' or ''mistell,'' sometimes ''mistype''). Cerberus, a 21-year-old male ex-FFXI player, recalled his friends having cybersex:
There was a lot of cybering, but most of it was kept to tells. The occasional mistell was met with ''what the fuck'' and ''oh my god'' (laughs) . . . . There was one person who was notorious for mistells, which would be like ''gently nibbles your ear'' or something (laughs) for the less explicit stuff.
Cerberus witnessed cybersex mistells that effectively exposed the sender of the message as someone having cybersex. Private messages between two characters allowed for conversations to remain hidden from other characters even if the two were standing in a bustling city. However, imputing the wrong command, for example, ''/g'' for guild chat or ''alt r'' for an auto-response to the incorrect character, broadcasted erotic text to that audience. Consequences for mistelling varied as Beck, a twentythree-year-old male FFXI cyberlover, explained:
It was always kept hush hush, until I mt'd in Dragon's Aery. My first mistell was to a zone full of players near a pop window, so everyone was at their computers . . . something about inner thighs. The mistells really turned it into something different ... people started trying to trip me up when they thought I was talking to her.
Beck cybered while ''camping'' (waiting for a monster to ''spawn'' or ''pop'' into the game to be killed) the dragon Fafnir while dozens of characters were nearby. He mistelled his erotic text into ''say,'' which allowed everyone close to his character to read his message about ''inner thighs.'' Unlike IM chat or webcam cybersex where the audience is purposefully selected, avatars exist in virtual space with other avatars and therefore are forced to constantly monitor their command inputs. Being vigilant in continually broadcasting to only the intended audience, becomes paramount to ''virtual privacy.''
Eroticizing Virtual Bodies
All MMORPGs involve creating avatars and adventuring into virtual worlds. The avatar itself becomes a focal point in cybersex in MMORPGs because it has been previously unavailable both in IM cybersex and in MUDs where character descriptions were available but not actual virtual bodies. Avatars were used as a sexual fantasy aid. Typically, this resounded with male players who commented frequently about their own attraction to their avatar. Beck told me:
I suppose it started with simply the fact that since I got to look at it all day, it might as well be hot. Sad, I know, but there it is. Now I suppose it's more of a tradition than anything else. It's a little annoying at times though. There are days where people will hit on my character thinking I really am female. Then there are other days where I prefer not to be identified as a guy sitting behind the keyboard of that character, if that makes sense. It's a bit of a release to be able to escape everyday life and be completely anonymous and of course ... cat girls are hot.
Beck explained his own attraction to his avatar as the reason he choose her. He also had noticed that other players found his avatar attractive and would sometimes make advances thinking he might be a woman in the solid world. This meant initial attraction in game is perceptually based on avatars. Arthur a thirty-one-year-old male player who was on hiatus from FFXI, said:
My main character is male. I do have four mules, three of which are female, but that's just for some eye-candy as I run them back and forth from the auction house. Although, once I was running my Bastok mule, blonde hume female with ponytail, to the AH and a newish looking male character started following me, then sent me a tell that said ''you're hot.'' It was certainly an odd, slightly disturbing event.
Arthur created three female avatars as his ''mules'' (''spare'' avatars that are relegated to menial tasks such as holding additional inventory) so that he could enjoy looking at them when he logged on to check the auction house. However, not only did Arthur feel his avatars were attractive, but other characters in the game expressed similar sentiment. Graphical innovation has produced more aesthetically appealing avatars, which has added to their eroticization and pushed the MMORPG cybersex experience beyond its predecessors (Cherny and Weise 1996; Kendall 2002) . Male players often commented about the attractiveness of their own female avatar or female avatars in general. Female players did not state being attracted to male avatars, however female players, such as Mia, a twenty-seven-year-old GW regular, understood that other players (assumedly male) were attracted to female avatars: I guess this had been right after GW came out my sister and I were in GW and we took off our armor, you have underwear underneath, since I am an Ele, I have really frilly underwear, and I shimmy when I dance. She is a ranger, has pretty plain underwear but she does a really naughty kind of spread and grind dance. It was bad; it still is. I think them and hmm one other has a naughty dance. So back then there weren't too many people out or dancing so we just started dancing away. Weeeee! We would do that a few times to get attention.
Both Mia and her sister understood their avatars could be eroticized. The game interface in most MMORPGs allowed avatars to be stripped (or unequipped) down to varying degrees of underwear and garments. Players would on occasion make stripping avatars into a spectacle, removing their clothes and dancing in the middle of a town. Some players' mule characters were in a permanent state of undress or dressed in a particular outfit (santa wear, summer festival swimsuit) that reduced them to more of an object than a character. The avatars become eroticized bodies for many who were involved in the cybersex interactions.
Characters of both genders meet certain standards of aesthetics that have very specific cultural sources. Male avatars are tall and muscular with large arms and rippling abs. Female avatars have exceptional breasts, thin waists, and curvy hips. This is nothing new to video game characters, which are usually constructed using these culturally defined ideal body types (Beasley and Standley 2002; Gailey 1993; Mikula 2003; Taylor 2003) . However, being able to use those bodies and draw them into cybersex broadened scripts for erotic play.
These additional bodies created various ''combinations'' between player bodies, avatars bodies, and sexual acts. For example, a male player could control a female avatar and script a cybersex scene with another female avatar, which could be controlled by either another male player or a female player. This interaction is difficult to label with our current sexuality dichotomy. It could be falsely labeled lesbian sex between two avatars, heterosexual sex between two players, homosexual sex between two players, just cybersex, or possibly not even labeled sex. Cybersex in MMORPGs illuminates our assumptions about sexual identity and sexual acts, which could allow for the possibility of multi-bodied, multi-gendered sex.
Emotes and Custom Macros
The third element involved in MMORPG cybersex is emotes. Emotes were a type of virtual gesture performed by an avatar. These gestures were programmed by the game designers in specified ways to enhance game play. For example, most MMORPGs have a ''wave'' emote with which a player can type the command ''/wave'' and that player's avatar raised a hand and waved. Emotes were usually accompanied by text and sometimes sound. So, the avatar's wave gesture was accompanied with a text message that read ''Player A waves.'' In some games, there was also a sound component, which the avatar spoke while performing the emote. For the wave emote, the avatar could have said ''Farewell'' if the emote was intended to indicate a parting between characters.
Emotes were especially important in understanding how cybersex interactions in MMORPGs were more complex than text-only (IM) cybersex. Not only did players have textual dialogue but their virtual bodies could act out or display emotions and erotic gestures. This meant there was some creativity in using emotes. Players could make emotes appear to be something beyond their original intention and accompany them with new customized text. Ryuk, a male, twenty-one-year-old rebounding FFXI player explained how emotes could be misrepresented:
It was all in fun and games though. I don't know, some character was sitting and I was on my Tarutaru and sat facing her and I did the cry emote and it kind of made it look like he was ... you know . . . oral sex. Not one of my prouder moments I must say, I didn't even get anything in return.
When sitting down, a Tarutaru avatar that used the cry emote looked to be upset and rubbing its eyes. However, as described by Ryuk, players could place another avatar in front of the first and the emote's meaning changed (becoming sexualized because it mimicked oral sex). If players wanted to use this example for cybersex they could accompany the emote with customized text that read ''Player A goes down on Player B,'' which would replace the default text that said ''Player A cries.'' More explicit gestures were augmented from default emotes to create engaging cybersex interactions.
Vincent, a twenty-three-year-old male FFXI fan, told me ''Yea, I've seen some 'couples' do something like /em Elflady rubs Elfguy's shoulders or something. There are a lot of couples it seems.'' Zidane, another male FFXI player who was 22 years old, said with his in-game girlfriend he ''used the heart symbol, we sat together a lot. I have a pet macro, but I used that on all the Mithra when I started (laughs).'' Creating a customized emote that blended a default gesture with new text, could be assigned to a macro or a hotkey. Macros for cybersex that use emotes and customized text can be created prior to cybersex to initiate and facilitate the experience. Programming several macros can script an entire experience or just those the player wishes to ''show'' rather than ''tell.'' Zidane had created a macro that used a default emote for ''comforting'' (which looked like a pat on the head) with customized text that became his ''pet'' emote. Using this macro, Zidane could now gesture to other characters that he was petting them lovingly. Similarly, Vincent witnessed couples in the game using their own customized emotes to show virtuo-physical affection.
The use of emotes in cybersex added a new dimension to the experience. Instead of solely relying on erotic text, avatars could perform gestures that mirrored solid world sex and signified physical touch (spanking, grinding, hip-thrusting, and so on). This also allowed for some ambiguity in ''who'' was doing what since the emotes suggested the use of the avatar's body and not necessarily the player's body. Avatars, not the players themselves, stripped their clothing, gave oral sex, and danced erotically. Cybersex allowed sexual interactions between avatars to disrupt conventional sexuality labels. The cybersex between two avatars did not have to mirror the same sexual scripts that would manifest between the two players controlling those avatars. Thus, through the use of virtual bodies, sex dialogue in text, and emotes, some players were able to broaden their cybersexual experiences to a new sphere of virtual interaction.
Restraining Cybersex
''Popular culture is permeated with ideas that erotic variety is dangerous, unhealthy, depraved, and a menace to everything from small children to national security'' (Rubin 1984, 101) . Cybersex was not simply accepted nor seen as an innocuous activity. Players attempted to control where and with whom it could take place. In doing so, players negotiated gender, safety, and space.
Gendered Desire
The possibility or perceived availability of cybersex in MMORPGs was heavily scrutinized. Male players were concerned primarily with ensuring their possible cybersex partner was a female player in the solid world. Vincent explained ''I think I am always thinking that female characters are really just men, so I figure there is probably very little to chase after in terms of romance or sex.'' Similarly, Zidane stated ''One of my older friends that somehow ... I ended up hanging out with her more . . . then I guess we decided we were in a relationship. Picture, phone, and vent etc. I made quite sure she was female before I did anything.'' Male players thought considerably about the meaning of having cybersex with an avatar that might belong to another male player. To this end, they attempted to establish the ''real gender'' of the person approaching them in the virtual world.
Regardless of the possibility for multi-bodied, multi-gendered sex, most men considered any cybersexual encounter with another male player to be a homosexual encounter, echoing their homophobia throughout the virtual world (Kimmel 2003; Pascoe 2005) . Near, a 23-year-old WoW guild leader, explained:
I think it's gay to play as a girl character especially if you are trying to deceive others to get them to fulfill sexual desires with you . . . That probably doesn't make much sense, but I can't think of how else to say it . . . I see it as a possibility, but I think, too, that guys don't really want to stare at a guy character's butt all day, so they do it for their own reasons, meaning they get turned on by that type of thing.
Near's assessment of virtual world sexuality highlighted the persistence of displaying ''proper'' (read: heterosexual) desire. If a player is male, he should not play a female character, especially if his intention is to participate in cybersex. Additionally, Near's comments illustrate that male players are caught between two forms of homophobia: switching gender and eroticizing their avatar, versus remaining gender consistent and not eroticizing their avatar. This debate erupted in chat logs:
Player A: So, your gay if you play a female toon? Everyone is gay then. Player B: I'm not gay. I just like to stare at her ass. Player C: Yeah, who wants to stare at a dudes ass? Player D: Your all dumb. Player E: Wait whos gay? Player F: You are. Player G: HOMO!@ (from author's filed notes)
Male players attempted to sanction both gender switching as well as the eroticization of virtual bodies. It was problematic for a player to take on a different gender and it was equally problematic to perform cybersex that was not heterosexual. Even having cybersex with another male avatar was sanctioned, as Rachel explained:
The male characters, interacting with other male characters, that's where I got most of my negative responses, some were very verbally mean responses. Insulting, vulgar language, lots of accusations and misspelled curse words. . . . Accusations of homosexuality, that I was lame or wasn't playing for the right purpose, just that I was being a deviant I guess.
Rachel, a woman in the solid world, had cybersex with other players using avatars of different gender, but recalled only her male avatars being openly ridiculed when she solicited other male avatars. Since most players assumed everyone is male by default, male players often rejected cybersex with ''unknown'' players or ensured they had ''proof'' that their partner was a female player.
Harassment and Discomfort
Conversely, some female players were reserved toward cybersex because players (read: men) were too aggressive in their sexual advances. These (assumed) male advances were partly understood by female players through the discourse of Internet predation. Rachel claimed she was ''just very very cautious about Internet interactions. I actually had a bad experience once using AIM with someone who got a little too obsessed talking to me.'' Similarly, Odessa, a 37-year-old WoW player said ''I've heard it before, 'the WoW dating service.' I can understand how people could fall into that realm. Unfortunately my daughter did that a couple times . . . Gosh, I'm a mom I have to protect my kids.'' There was an acute consciousness among female players that online worlds were potentially dangerous playgrounds and that male players were liable to make unwarranted sexual advances (Cherny and Weise 1996; Grov et al. 2008) .
Additionally, female players often shirked engaging in cybersex because invitations were offensive or aggressive as Kasumi, an eighteen-year-old GW veteran, explained:
A few months ago I was playing with one of my female characters. And somehow a conversation got initiated with some random person. They were being very renaissance-esque in their behavior at first, but then they started to ask me my gender and age. When they found out my gender, they started making blatant innuendoes and advances . . . I played dumb. Eventually the person asked if I understood the meaning of his comments and I answered in a roundabout way. When I kept being evasive he finally gave up, called me a bitch and went away.
What Kasumi experienced was not uncommon. Male players often made overtly sexist remarks toward female players, most notably when their own romantic or sexual advances were halted. Ivy, a 22-year-old mother of two and WoW player stated:
I've seen people make sexist remarks and I've seen some sexual harassment . . . I have had someone make sexual advances on me in-game and it was actually someone local to me. I mentioned off-hand in trade chat the area that I live in, and someone started messaging me. We were somewhat friendly over a period of time, just ''hi, how are you?'' type convos, and then he started getting sexual with the conversation after a while. I ignored it and laughed it off for a while, and eventually I asked him to stop and he got offended and stopped talking to me.
When male players could confirm that they were displaying appropriate gendered desire, their blatant advances toward female avatars (who claimed a female gender identity in the solid world) were so obtuse that they often precluded cybersex interactions. Comments such as ''Strip bitch,'' ''Get naked,'' ''Dance whore,'' and ''Show me your boobs'' were common forms of expressing desire toward female avatars. The scripts in the virtual world paralleled the hegemonic constructions of male and female sexuality in the solid world: men are aggressors and supposedly initiate sex while women are required to act reserved and encouraged to carefully choose their partners. Mia resonated:
I think it's dumb if someone asks. Like really? Why do you need to know, I'm not looking to hook up, just play the game ... cybersex just doesn't appeal to a real personal level, which I think,-Ah! I'm such a girl!-most girls would want that connection . . . I guess for me it's more knowing the person so that it's real and there is a connection than just the fake cyber sex part.
Mia relied on the same sexual scripts from the solid world to navigate the virtual world. Invitations for cybersex were suspect; after all, the partners were sometimes no more than strangers and women are supposed to value relationships over hookups (Bogle 2008) . Although some female players desired cybersex, their execution of the behavior was filtered through the cautionary discourse of Internet interactions and the hegemonic female sexual script. This consequently relegated the permissibility of having cybersex primarily to partners with whom they had built relationships.
Proper Space
In addition to the concerns of sexual identity and undesired advances, all players were consistent in relegating cybersex to a ''private sphere'' in the virtual world. Reinforcing the convention that sex is a private activity (Rubin 1984) , players did not want to witness others having cybersex, or if they were having it, did not want anyone to witness them. Freya, a 22-year-old female player of FFXI, stated:
I have known lots of people use FFXI for cybersex ... it's not the fondest thing to have to sit through so yeah, there's another way to end up on my blacklist. Usually people will go to less-populated zones to do this, some do it through emote which I think is disgusting. Fair enough if you want to do it, keep it to a chat mode that doesn't affect other people .... but to willingly put it out there is asking for criticism or blatantly out there to offend other people.
Freya explained that she would automatically ''blacklist'' (a function that eliminates any text, emotes, or conversations with an avatar) any characters she saw cybering in the game. She noted that players often ventured into less populated areas of the game to keep their cybersex private and out of sight. This meant that players' options for ''sex space'' were considerably limited because they did not want to be ''blatantly out there to offend other people.'' This hindered cybersex in MMORPGs because the use of emotes and the virtual bodies were restricted in most places, forcing cybersex back into text dialog only, which could still be exposed from a mistell.
Cybersex received even greater scrutiny because it could be recorded, as Laike, a 31-year-old male WoW fanatic, mentioned:
I think it's pretty silly. I mean, it was the sort of thing that was maybe intriguing, I can't really say cool, I suppose, back when I was a teenager and I didn't have a car, so I was stuck at home in front of a computer. I don't really have anything against it though, unless someone's keylogging you. Have to practice safe cybersex, you know?
Laike highlighted the possibility that other players could record cybersex interactions between characters. Through a keylogger, screenshots, or ''fraps,'' players ''caught'' having cybersex could be defamed in the virtual world. Keyloggers are programs that record text and keystrokes. Usually, they can be used to steal account information, but they may also be used in a voyeuristic way. Screenshots capture text, scenery, and avatars in pictures. Players could catch avatars having cybersex or mistelling erotic text by saving the screenshot. Fraps is one of the ways players could record the events in real time (like a video camera). This could be another voyeuristic act where one player records other avatars having cybersex or players having cybersex record themselves. Many interviewees pointed me toward message boards which post screenshots, video of cybersex, or mistells. These posts functioned in part as a form of control allowing the virtual community at large to chastise and tease players caught having cybersex. The possibility of exposure compounded the need to hide cybersex in private rooms, less populated areas, and off the road, which is similar to the space sex is permissible in the solid world. The concern for undermining sexual identity, the discomfort and reservation toward undesired advances, and the community's control of virtual space all restrained the proliferation of cybersex in MMORPGs.
Assessing Cybersex
Cybersex was neither obliterated nor fully embraced in MMORPGs. Some players explained that cybersex offered another dimension to the virtual world experience. Beck claimed:
Leveling Drg is a drag. Lots of time LFP (looking for party), and well, I had to keep myself entertained somehow. There was another Drg that I knew. She was good fun to talk to, and I started by talking to her about Drg, and this that and the other. Eventually, it just turned into cyber sex (laughs). So yeah, that's about it really that went on for a few months. It was good fun, and very distracting . . . its cyber sex, it's all about how vivid your imagination can be and trying to tune into the other persons at the same time.
This perspective promoted cybersex as a suitable distraction to the usual boring pace of some MMORPGs. Cybersex was seen as an imaginative process that could create enjoyment and nurture a relationship with a new social link. Conversely, cybersex could be used to stay close in an already existing relationship like with Edea, a 41-year-old female player of WoW and FFXI, who said: ''When my fiancé and I were dating we did, he is in the army so he was away a lot, like now . . . we did, and I'm sure others do.'' Edea managed to keep in touch with her partner while he was stationed abroad and used the virtual world to nourish their sexual relationship. Through the virtual world, players could use cybersex to forge new sexual relationships or buttress existing ones. However, cybersex was not assessed as having the same gravity as a solid world sexual relationship. Most players considered cybersex merely a substitute of a ''real'' sexual relationship. Corcell, a 27-year-old male player in FFXI, explained: ''With the game we use the /em to start it and when we would cyber on the game, I would use her in-game name . . . After we met in real life, we don't cyber anymore.'' Corcell initially started his sexual relationship with someone he met in the game world, but once the relationship transferred into the solid world he did not pursue cybersex. Players commented that cybersex was more enticing when they lacked a sexual relationship outside the game. Similarly, Megumi resonated:
It doesn't mean anything. I definitely wouldn't continue, well I would hope if I found a partner that I wouldn't need to sign on because I'd have a partner that could do that for me . . . if someone tells me they're married or have a girlfriend I won't hang out with them because that's a line I won't cross.
Some players explained they would replace cybersex in the game world when they found solid world partners. This indicates that players did not perceive cybersex as offering much more than a temporary fantasy aid or a proxy for a ''real'' sexual relationship. Regardless of the enjoyment of the experience, sex in the game was considered inferior to sex outside the game. The appeal of multi-bodied or multi-gendered sex within virtual worlds was not embraced or was simply ignored. Megumi mentioned that she would not cyber any player who was in a solid world relationship. This meant that even though cybersex was seen as inferior, it was still seen as sex or as sexual. Therefore, for some players, cybersex was considered to breech monogamous standards that were assumed in solid world relationships (Alter 2007) .
Some players almost completely devalued cybersex. Lily, a 20-year-old female WoW gamer, defended: ''No, I don't do the whole cyber sex thing . . . .Sex is a more private matter to me and to bandy it about using cybersex is kind of like porn to me. Sure it's erotic, but there's no personal attachment so it's meaningless to me, if that makes sense.'' Lily recognized that cybersex could be considered erotic, but she denounced the lack of personal attachment. Although cybersex ran the gamut on the ''closeness'' of partners involved, invoking ''no personal attachment'' served to demote cybersex below sex in the solid world, which is overwrought with meaning. Other players defended that cybersex ''just seemed unnatural,'' ''weird,'' and ''pathetic.'' Selphie, a 28-year-old female WoW player, proclaimed:
Ok like, a female character walks up to you and says ''Do you want to cyber with me Really? I mean what are you going to do, take off your non-existent clothing and dance around in your underwear? I mean really? That would be something for a 12-year-old. I don't want to be one of those girls because I'm not one of those girls. They're like WoW whores. They're worse than the local tricycle, you know everyone rides her once ... do you really want to be a WoW whore? They can get a bad reputation for some of the things they do. I know one that does it on her main and she needs to stop or I can't be her friend anymore because I'm not to be associated with somebody who's going to have that bad of a reputation. I know I shouldn't say it, but that's a whore.
Selphie attacked both the act itself and the players who had cybersex. She was astonished that players found anything positive about cybersex. However, she still imbued cybersex with sexual (gendered) meaning because the cultural standards of women's sexuality were invoked in her assessment of her female friend who enjoyed cybering. These sexuality conventions limited how players perceived cybersex and the context in which the behavior was seen as permissible, thus diminishing the potential for cybersex to revolutionize sexuality.
Conclusion
Cybersex in virtual world video games offers the interesting potential for questioning our assumptions regarding sexuality, as well as many challenges in the wake of a torrent of technological innovation. First, cybersex in MMORPGs incorporates and expands the original applications of the term ''cybersex.'' Players are embedded in immersive virtual worlds and use several tools to enhance their cybersex experiences. Erotic text still remains at the focus of cybersex but is accompanied by emotes that offer visual and textual appeal. Through emotes, players can simulate virtuophysical touch to heighten the pleasure and intimacy of cybersex. Players also rely on eroticized (gendered) virtual bodies, assessing avatar attractiveness and using avatars as both a visual fantasy aid and a medium for erotic expression. Virtual bodies blur the sexuality distinctions in the solid world that attempt to divide sexual experiences by the bodies (genitals) of the participants.
Attempts at defining the sexuality of cybersex within the het/homo binary illuminates the standards by which we continue to limit sexual expression and identities. Players resist the murkiness of cybersex because virtual bodies can seem to mask the ''true sex/gender'' of the persons behind the screen. They are fearful in part because the inclusion of virtual bodies and virtual sexual scripts (how they perform sexuality) compounds cybersex experiences with at least four distinct bodies (two virtual and two solid), creating the possibility for many sexual interactions, and undermining our assumption that sexuality has only two categories (Katz 1990) . This is similar to the fears harbored in interacting with transbodies (Gauthier and Chaudoir 2004; Wilchins 1997) . In its most liberal form, there are no links between the sex/gender of the player, the sex/gender of the avatar, and the sexual act performed during cybersex. Men especially fear that cybersex may allow them pleasure with other men. Women face difficulty in engaging partners in cybersex, fearing divergence from the solid world sexual script, backlash from other women, and harassment from men. Both fear that cybersex will cause them to question their sexuality, or worse, realize that it may be undefined by the current standard.
Second, the resistance continues in respect to space. Cybersex is subjugated to the sewers, abandoned inns, and less populated areas. Players fear sex, control sex, and denounce sex. The scripts are familiar: cybersex should remain private; it should not be ''bandied about.'' Players informally control the expression by policing the virtual world. Deploying examples of mistells and fraps of players having cybersex as examples of the ''darkside'' of MMORPGs serves to closet cybersexual expression. Formally, players may involve GMs who in turn police the game and sanction players (Spiess 2007) . Being ''caught'' having cybersex, can lead to ridicule, which buries the expression and reinforces the players' previously mentioned fears. There is no completely ''safe space'' for cybersex to flourish. This contrasts with exhaustive-simulation titles such as Second Life, where sex is (seemingly) allowed space. However, players claim that ''most perverts who enjoy virtual-sexual roleplaying situations . . . flock to corners of Second Life'' (Spiess 2007, 1) revealing that just having a place for cybersex does not lead players to embrace it. However, cybersex persists in MMORPGs. Despite a general distaste, many found some space for cybersex and perhaps even enjoyed hiding deep in the woods, in the corners of unpopulated towns, and under the ocean.
Third, although in MMORPGs it was limited usually to one-on-one experiences, cybersex was acknowledged as sexual. Players used cybersex to sweeten their time spent playing the game as well as to form new relationships and maintain existing ones. In addition, some acknowledged that having cybersex would violate a monogamous relationship (Alter 2007) . In part, this validates the expression but also reinforces perceptions that virtual worlds destroy solid world relationships (Smith 2008) . Confronted by the choice of virtual or solid world sex, players choose the latter. This devalues cybersex as merely a temporary, situational, or inferior sexual expression. Even players who enjoyed everything about cybersex preferred an active solid world partner over a cyber one. There remains no consciousness of a ''cybersexual'' identity, that is, a sexuality undefined by our solid world conventions or a sexuality that existed only in the virtual world.
Gaming charges ahead into undefined and possibly unfathomable places. The advent of immersive worlds and overwhelming ''real'' virtual experiences allows us reassess how we think about sexuality. Cybersex now blurs our understanding of the body, of what counts as sex, and of how we can be sexual. Gaming experiences on the horizon may incorporate our own bodies into worlds that are not our own. We may become our avatars. Game worlds may become an unavoidable, even routine, part of life as the virtual and solid continue to bleed into each other. In the wake of gaming innovations, how will we come to see sexuality that exists only in virtual worlds and simulations? Will we ''have sex'' without physical touch? Will we still give such gravity to the solid world genitals and bodies to define our sexuality? The potential for gaming and virtual worlds to reshape our current sexuality epoch remains untapped, but the revolution may be just over the next virtual horizon, somewhere in the ether.
Notes
1. ''Solid world'' refers to the world outside the game. This term eliminates the deployment of the word ''real,'' since the virtual world is just as ''real'' as the solid one. ''Solid'' was the term used by a guild I belonged to for six months. 2. Some servers or guilds adhere to ''role-playing'' while playing the game. This is similar to ''being in character'' as with tabletopping and Live Action Role Playing (LARPing). Authenticity of solid-to-virtual identity is not stressed in these situations because all players understand that RP identities are theatrical. 3. Days of play literally means days. MMORPGs calculate total play time in days, hours, minutes, and seconds. When I state that I played 500 days (across all the MMORPGs I experienced), I literally mean I was logged into the games for that amount of time. Interviewees reported anywhere from 20 to 650 days of logged play time. 4. ''Chat'' occurs at many different levels. In the ''general,'' ''shout,'' or ''world'' chat logs messages are intended for larger audiences (everyone in a zone or in town, etc.). Chat forms like ''say'' broadcast text to characters nearby (like overhearing a conversation). Chat forms such as ''guild'' and ''party'' speak to a specified group. Players having cybersex were cautious about their input commands, ensuring that only their partner was receiving the erotic text. 5. Players can report behaviors to the GMs (game master, general moderator). GMs are charged with a number of tasks, but in this example players could report to GMs about cybersex. Whether this was a grievous offense depended on the game and the enforcement of the ''Terms of Service'' agreement (the contract players adhere to play the game). Some players were suspended for naming their guild erotic or cybersex-related terms. 6. All names I use are pseudonyms. These pseudonyms neither reflect the players' names, their avatars' names, nor their screen names. This ensures their confidentially in the wake of systems such as WoW's ''Armory,'' which allows anyone to search for any avatar by name alone. Pseudonyms chosen are generic fantasy genre names and are my personal preference.
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